Expectations for Panelists at GCWS Radical Love Across Difference Conference

Panelists should prepare a 10 minute presentation. Each panel has 3-4 abstracts. After each abstract has been presented, there will be a Q&A session with the audience for the remainder of time.

Each panel will have a moderator. The moderator will introduce the panelists and facilitate the Q&A portion.

If you are using slides, they must be prepared using Google Slides. You will need to share this link within the Zoom chat. Set the privacy to 'anyone with link can view'.

Wear what makes you feel comfortable and confident, and will allow you to give your best presentation. It is not an expectation for you to dress up or wear certain attire that is considered "professional" for your presentation. If dressing up helps you feel good, that is great. If not, that is also great.

Create the environment that is best for you. Presenting from home means that sometimes our pets, children, and family surprise us and sometimes they are purposely included. We do not expect you to have a "professional" looking background with no distractions, no pets or family members or sounds. We understand that is not always possible nor is that the best method for everyone. Do what makes you feel most comfortable.

Pre-recording your presentation is an option but not a requirement.

Ensure your microphone, camera, and wifi are working prior to the start of your presentation segment.

You are responsible for sharing all presentation materials from your screen through the screen sharing option on Zoom.